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8.13 Backup Protection

According to the International Electrotechnical Vocabulary [8.13.5], backup protection is intended to operate when a power system fault is not cleared or an abnormal condition is not detected in the required time because of failure or inability of other protection to operate or failure of the appropriate circuit-breaker(s) to trip. The backup protection is, by definition, slower than the main protection. Utilities install backup protection to improve the dependability of their fault-clearing system. Here, dependability is the probability of not failing to clear a power system fault or abnormality.

8.13.1 Introduction

Consider a power system protected by one main protection and one backup protection. The addition of a second main protection will increase the availability, dependability and performance of the fault-clearing system. In the USA and in other countries, the term backup protection designates a form of protection that operates independently of specified devices in the main protection system. There, the backup protection may duplicate the main protection or may be intended to operate only if the main protection system fails to operate or is temporarily out of service. Technical committees within the IEC have discussed the differences between the main protection and backup protection for several years. Recently, IEC has reached an international agreement and published the definitions [8.13.5].

8.13.1.1 Requirements for Backup Protection

Backup protection shall operate when the main protection fails. A relay may fail to operate once or twice per 100 demands. In such a case, the protection system will not operate correctly and the circuit-breaker will not receive a tripping command. A circuit-breaker, in turn, may fail to open and break less than once per 1 000 demands. Such failures of a protection relay or a switching device may prevent the proper clearing of the fault.

The requirements for the backup protection are not independent of the requirements for the entire fault-clearing system. Some protection engineers [8.13.2] find it reasonable to apply the single-failure criterion when planning the fault-clearing system. Reference [8.13.4] contains the exact wording of the single-failure criterion. This wording comes from the reliability analysis of nuclear power plants. Protection engineers use an elementary form of the single-failure criterion that requires that the failure of any one component in a fault-clearing system must not result in failure to clear a power system fault or abnormality.

8.13.1.2 Justification of Reserve Protection

In the future, executives with little or no experience of power system protection will manage restructured power utilities. In such an environment, there will be a strong pressure to cut costs. Provocative questions arise, like: "Why should we invest in protection, it does not generate any kilowatt-hours?" "Why is one main protection not good enough, we have an insurance?" A question can be phrased: "Is reserve protection always necessary or can we trust one main protection with self-supervision?"

Few protection engineers can justify the cost associated with a YES. It is possible to operate a part of a power system without a reserve protection for some faults. Many power utilities consider that only one
main protection is good enough for phase-to-earth faults on small systems with an isolated neutral. The failure rate is low and the consequences may be unimportant if the system is situated within the fence of the substation. On the other hand, many protection engineers hesitate to take the responsibility of a NO. Few power utilities accept to operate effectively earthed power transmission systems with only one main protection. The number of shunt faults per year is high, and the consequences of a failure to clear the fault may be serious.

8.13.1.3 Tentative Methodology

Some protection engineers may argue that it is the policy of the company to use two main protections and two backup protections. In the future, the management of the restructured power utilities will not accept such arguments. In such an environment, the protection engineers have to justify the costs for the protection system. It will not be sufficient to provide a technical justification. It will be necessary to provide an economical justification.

It may be concluded that the fault-clearing system shall, as a minimum, satisfy the external requirements. The cost of additional protection must be less than or of the same order of magnitude as the sum of:

1. The avoided cost for reinforcement of power lines and items of plant due to the reduction of fault-clearing time after the installation of second main protection or backup protection

2. The estimated reduction of the present value of future operation and maintenance cost due to improvement of operational security after the installation of second main protection and backup protection

3. The estimated reduction of the present value of future disturbance costs due to the reduction of the number of incorrectly cleared power system faults and abnormalities

The disturbance cost should include the cost associated with: (1) the risk for personal injury and property damage to third parties, (2) the risk for property damage to own power lines and items of plant, (3) the customer outage cost, (3) the voltage disturbances, (4) the customer complaints and (5) bad will.

8.13.2 Fundamental Concepts

Backup protection is an important function of the protection system. The protection engineer must coordinate the design of the backup protection with the design of the main protection. In this process, the protection engineer cooperates with power system planners and designers. The protection engineer must be familiar with the requirements, the utility's system design criteria, the utility's plant specifications, the failure rates of the protected plant, the performance indices of the fault-clearing system, the reliability of protection equipment and the probability that a switching device fails to interrupt the fault current. The power system planner should help formulate the requirements on the fault-clearing system. One consideration is the stability of the power system. Another consideration is the type of busbar. Protection engineers and power system designers must co-ordinate the demands on and performance of station equipment. It is necessary to strike a balance between technical and economical benefits on one hand and risks associated with the escalation of the complexity of protection on the other hand.
8.13.2.1 Power System Faults

A power system fault is a power system abnormality that involves or is the result of a failure of primary equipment and normally requires the immediate disconnection of the faulty equipment from the rest of the power system by the tripping of the appropriate circuit-breakers. Power system faults can be shunt, series or combination faults.

8.13.2.2 Non-power System Fault Trippings

A non-power system fault tripping is an unwanted tripping of a circuit-breaker as a result of a fault other than power system fault. The unwanted operations of a protection in the absence of a power system fault or the tripping of a breaker due to other secondary equipment failure or to human error are examples of non-power system fault trippings. Also the term non-system fault is used as a synonym to non-power system fault tripping.

8.13.2.3 Power System Disturbances

Here, the term power system disturbance is used for a sequence of power system faults that the system operators treat as one incident. Figure 8.13.1 shows a system that will be used use to discuss this concept.

Figure 8.13.1: Single-line diagram for a system

It is assumed that a sustained phase-to-earth fault occurs at F on the power line from A to B. Also, there is one non-unit protection without telecommunication at A and another one at B. The protections initiate automatic reclosing without synchronism check or voltage check. The final assumption is that the protection system, the breakers and the reclosing equipment operate correctly.

The protection at A detects the fault and trips the breaker at A. It interrupts the fault current after about 100 milliseconds. The protection at B detects the fault, but it lies outside Zone-1 of the protection. After about 400 milliseconds, the protection at B trips the breaker. It interrupts the fault current from B and the automatic reclosing equipment at A gives a closing command to the breaker after one second. It recloses onto the sustained fault, and the fault current starts to flow. The protection operates a second time and trips the breaker. It interrupts the fault current from A about 60 milliseconds later. After 1.5 second, the automat-
ic reclosing equipment at B gives a closing command to the breaker at B. It recloses onto the sustained fault and the fault current starts to flow. The line protection at B operates a second time and trips the breaker. It interrupts the fault current from B about 60 milliseconds later. After a short time, the system operator recloses the line breaker at A to check if the fault is a temporary one or not. It was a sustained fault and the protection at A operates and trips the breaker at A. The line breaker at A interrupts the fault current. Now it is obvious that a maintenance crew has to inspect the fault location. Figure 8.13.2 shows the sequence of events during the power system disturbance.

![Sequence of Fault Currents](image)

**Figure 8.13.2:** Sequence of fault currents during one disturbance

The system operator has recorded one power system disturbance without any incorrect operation of the fault-clearing system. The protection engineer has recorded four power system faults with five correct operations of the protections and two correct operations of the reclosing equipment. The substation engineer has recorded five correct opening responses and three correct closing responses of the circuit-breakers. The line engineer has recorded one sustained power line outage. Four power system faults have challenged the security of the protection system of the healthy sections.

Figure 8.13.3 shows a breakdown of power system faults on the bulk power network in Sweden. About 68% of the power system faults are line faults. About 28% of the power system faults originate from power transformers and shunt reactors. About 4% of the power system faults are busbar faults. Less than 1% of the faults originate from shunt capacitors.
8.13.3 Backup Protection

All elements in the fault-clearing system do not always operate correctly. Protection relays may fail to operate or may operate unwantedly. Switching devices may fail to interrupt the fault current. Common practice is to use several protection systems operating in parallel. Backup protection is intended to operate when a power system fault is not cleared or abnormal condition not detected in the required time because of failure or inability of other protection to operate or failure of the appropriate circuit-breaker(s) to trip. In the USA and other countries, the term backup protection designates a form of protection that operates independently of specified devices in the main protection system. The backup protection may duplicate the main protection or may be intended to operate only if the main protection system fails or is temporarily out of service.

By providing backup protection, it is possible to reduce the risk for problems when a protection relay or a switching device fails to operate. The main protection and the backup protection may reside in different substations, remote backup or in the same substation, local backup. In case of local backup, there’s a distinction between substation local backup and circuit local backup. A circuit local backup protection senses the same current and voltage as the main protection. A substation local backup protection uses another current transformer than the main protection.

Ideal backup protection would be completely independent of the main protection. Current transformers, voltage transformers, auxiliary tripping relays, trip coils and auxiliary DC supply systems would be duplicated. This ideal is rarely attained in practice. The following compromises are typical:

- There is only one current transformer but it has several cores. One core and its associated secondary winding energize each protection. Sometimes one CT secondary winding feeds more than one protection.
- Common voltage transformers are normally used because duplication would involve a considerable increase in cost, both because of the voltage transformers themselves and because of the increased accommodation that would have to be provided. Since the security of the VT-output is vital, it is desirable that the supply to each protection should be separately fused and continuously supervised by
a relay that will give alarm on failure of the supply and, where appropriate, prevent an unwanted operation.

- Trip supplies to the two protections should be separately fused. Duplication of tripping batteries and trip coils on circuit-breakers is sometimes provided.

### 8.13.3.1 Remote Backup Protection

Remote backup protection is the ideal form of backup protection when it works. Remote backup protection is completely independent of the protection relays, current transformers and voltage transformers of the main protection system. It is also independent of the auxiliary DC supply system and the breakers in the substation. There are hardly any hardware failures that can affect both the main protection and the backup protection. In many utilities, there is one group that is responsible for relay planning, fault analysis, setting and calibration of the main protection and the backup protection. This group of people may introduce systematic errors in both the main protection and the backup protection. Figure 8.13.4 shows the single-line diagram for a network with a remote backup protection.

![Figure 8.13.4: Remote backup protection](image)

Here, a shunt fault occurs at F on the power line to C, and the line protection 2 at substation B fails to operate. The line protections 5, 7 and 8 have to detect the shunt fault at F. They also have to trip the breakers at A, D and E. Distance protections and residual overcurrent protections provide remote backup protection on many networks.

Next is given a specific example to illustrate the concept of remote backup protection. The Figure 8.13.5 shows a network protected by distance protections without telecommunication. The distance protection uses the current and voltage measured at one end of the line. The protection uses these measurements to decide if the fault lies within the zones of the distance protection. Zone-1 of the distance protection covers about 85% of the line.
Zone-2 of the distance protection at A must cover the entire line from A to B, including remote substation B. Zone-3 of the distance protection at A must cover the entire line from B to C, including the next substation C. Zone-1 of the distance protection at B and Zone-2 of the distance protection at A both detect a fault close to B on the line from B to C. Zone-2 of the distance protection at B and Zone-3 of the distance protection at A both detect the fault close to substation C on the line from B to C. To obtain a rapid fault clearing, the distance protections should operate instantaneously when the fault occurs within Zone-1. To obtain selectivity, the tripping for faults within Zone-2 and Zone-3 has to be delayed.

Zone-2 of the distance protection at A must cover the entire power line from A to B. Zone-2 of the distance protection at A must not reach beyond Zone-1 of the distance protection at B. Zone-2 of the distance protection at A backs up the distance protection at B. However, this is true for only one part of the power line from B to C. Zone-3 of the distance protection at A provides backup for the rest of the power line from B to C. The tripping from Zone-3 of the distance protection at A has to be delayed more than the tripping from Zone-2 of the distance protection at B.

Figure 8.13.4 illustrates one problem with remote backup protection. The protections 5, 7 and 8 must detect shunt faults along the entire power line from B to C. This may be difficult if the fault location F is very close to C. Remote backup protection of the entire power line from B to C may become impossible if many power lines, transformers or generators feed fault current to the busbar at B. The fault current from each circuit may be low if F is close to C. This means that the impedance seen by distance protections at A, D and E may be high. There is a conflict between the demand to detect faults along the entire line from B to C and the requirement to avoid unwanted tripping at high load on the lines from A, D and E.

Sometimes it may be possible to obtain remote backup protection by accepting *sequential tripping* at A, D and E. It is assumed here that the protection 5 can detect faults along the entire power line from B to C. The protection 5 gives a tripping command to the breaker at A. It interrupts the fault current from A. Then the fault current from D and E increases. It is also assumed that the protection 7 can detect faults along the en-
tire power line from B to C when the breaker at A is open. The protection 7 now gives a tripping command to the breaker at D. It interrupts the fault current from D. The protection at 8 can detect faults along the entire power line from B to C when the breakers 5 and 7 both are open. The protection at 8 now gives a tripping command to the breaker 8. It interrupts the fault current from E and the current in the fault. The total fault clearing time may be very long, several seconds. It is not always possible to accept such a long fault-clearing time. The heating, the elongation and the increased sag of the conductors of the power line from B to C may be unacceptable.

### 8.13.3.2 Substation Local Backup Protection

Figure 8.13.6 illustrates the concept of substation local backup protection. The HV-transformer T feeds the MV-busbar A in a non-effectively earthed radial network without any other sources. Usually, the short-circuit protections in the MV distribution networks have plain overcurrent relays. They do not need any voltage transformer. Directional residual overcurrent relays (wattmetric relays) provide earth-fault protection. A voltage transformer in the feeder bay, on the busbar or in the transformer bay may provide a polarization current. The transformer protection P1 may have a plain overcurrent relay or an underimpedance relay. It is assumed that there is a voltage transformer in the transformer bay. It may energize a residual overvoltage protection that provides backup protection for phase-to-earth faults on the outgoing feeders. Different measuring transformers feed the main and the backup protection. Usually, the main protection and the backup protection use the same DC-battery.

![Figure 8.13.6: Substation local backup protection](image)

It is assumed that a short circuit occurs at F on the feeder to D and that the feeder protection P4 fails to operate. It is also assumed that the transformer protection P1 can detect short circuits along any feeder connected to the busbar A. The transformer protection P1 at A provides substation local backup protection of the feeders to B, C and D. Substation local backup protection becomes difficult if one feeder connected to the busbar A is very long or if the transformer T has a high rated capacity.

Usually, the earth-fault protections in high-impedance earthed networks have directional residual overcurrent relays. Often such earth-fault relays use the residual voltage as a polarizing quantity. Sometimes there are voltage transformers in the feeder bays. Often there is a voltage transformer connected either to the busbar or to the transformer bay. Such a voltage transformer may provide the necessary polarizing quantity. The transformer protection P1 may have a residual overvoltage relay. The same voltage transformer may
feed both the main protection and the backup protection. The main protection and the backup protection are
not completely independent of each other.

In case of an EHV transformer feeding an effectively earthed meshed HV network, the line protections P2,
P3 and P4 may be distance protections. Usually, there are voltage transformers in the bays for the power
lines to B, C and D. The transformer protection P1 may be an underimpedance protection. Usually there is
a voltage transformer in the transformer bay. Sometimes there is only one voltage transformer connected to
the busbar. The same voltage transformer may feed both the main protections and the backup protection.
The main protection and the backup protection are not completely independent of each other.

It is difficult to obtain a backup protection of power lines in meshed networks by means of substation local
backup protection only. In a meshed network, the distance protections P2, P3 and P4 may provide substa-
tion local backup protection of the busbar. The distance protections P2, P3 and P4 may have an offset
Zone-3 that covers the busbar. Another alternative is that the distance protections P2, P3 and P4 have an in-
dependent and reverse-looking Zone-4 that covers the busbar. The reverse-looking Zone-4 may have a
shorter operating time than an offset Zone-3 that must co-ordinate with Zone-2 of other distance protec-
tions.

### 8.13.3.3 Circuit Local Backup Protection

Remote backup cannot always detect all faults on the adjacent power lines. One example is a meshed HV-
network as shown in Figure 8.13.4. It is assumed that a shunt fault occurs at F on the power line between B
and C and that the line protection 2 in substation B fails to operate. The line protections 5, 7 and 8 have to
detect the shunt fault. The intermediate infeed at B will enlarge the impedances seen by the distance protec-
tions at A, D and E. This enlargement may prevent the use of remote backup protection.

The situation described above may necessitate the use of circuit local backup protection. It is assumed that
the main protection P1 in Figure 8.13.7 comprises a distance protection. It has three zones, and it uses tele-
communication. The circuit local backup protection P2 comprises one delayed overcurrent relay and one
delayed underimpedance relay. The non-directional overcurrent relay detects short circuits close to the
substation. The underimpedance relay shall detect short circuits along the entire line.

Figure 8.13.7:  Circuit local backup protection
8.13.3.4 **Duplicated Main Protections**

On EHV-networks, it is a common practice to use duplicated line protections, which provides mutual relay backup. One may use relays from different manufacturers, or relays based upon different principles. Probably, the two relays will not suffer from the same design inadequacies. Theoretically, the use of different types of relays will increase the dependability. The use of two types of relays may, however, increase the risk for unwanted operation. Some utilities use two identical protections to maintain the security.

On HV- and EHV-systems, the current transformers, the voltage transformers and the breakers are the expensive components in the fault-clearing system. It may be difficult to justify the cost for their duplication. Figure 8.13.8 shows a modern line protection used by many power utilities.

![Figure 8.13.8: Duplicated main protections](image)

Block-1 in Figure 8.13.8 represents the first main protection, Main-1, while Block-2 represents the second main protection, Main-2. One core of the common current transformer feeds Main-1 and another core feeds Main-2. A common voltage transformer feeds both Main-1 and Main-2 but there are two separately fused groups. One group feeds Main-1 and the other one feeds Main-2. Block-3 represents the teleprotection equipment for Main-1 while Block-4 represents the teleprotection equipment for Main-2.

Block-5 represents the telecommunication equipment for Main-1, while Block-6 represents the telecommunication equipment for Main-2. Often there are two telecommunication links. A common solution is one power line carrier link and one radio link. If there are two telecommunication links, Main-1 uses one link, while Main-2 uses the other one. Operational experience shows that Main-1 and Main-2 may use the same communication link without seriously jeopardizing the reliability of the protection system.

8.13.3.5 **Breaker Failure Protection**

Breaker failure protection is part of the local backup protection. The breaker failure protection has to trip the adjacent breakers when the main breaker does not interrupt the fault current. The most common, and simplest, breaker failure protection consists of a timer, which the protection starts when it operates. If the fault current persists for a longer time than the setting of the timer, the breaker failure protection gives a trip command to the adjacent breakers. There are several methods to detect the failure to interrupt the fault current. One method is to check if the protection has reset. Another is to check if the dedicated overcurrent relays have reset. A third method is to connect the dedicated current relays to the secondary circuit and check if these current relays operate. Occasionally, a separate protection is installed to provide this breaker failure
protection. Sometimes this protection uses independent current transformers, voltage transformers and batteries. Figure 8.13.9 shows the basic decision process in any breaker failure protection.

![Flow diagram for breaker failure protection](image)

**Figure 8.13.9:** Flow diagram for breaker failure protection

### 8.13.3.6 Integrated Protection Terminals

The very rapid development of microprocessors has created an opportunity for developing digital and fully numerical protection equipment. The digital technique makes it easy to create specially shaped characteristics in distance protections. They may improve the possibility of using remote backup protection without load encroachment. Modern integrated protection terminals can store several setting groups. It is possible to carry out secondary injection test for the different setting groups. The network operator can then switch from one setting group to another depending on the prevailing power system conditions. The utilities may use this possibility to improve the backup protection during abnormal switching conditions. The use of pre-tested switching groups makes it easy to spread the responsibility among network operators, relay coordination engineers and relay maintenance crews.

The digital technology reduces the incremental cost for additional functions in comparison with older technology. It is now feasible to design longitudinal differential protections with built-in backup distance protections. During normal conditions, Zone-1 in the distance protection is not in service. The detection of a communication failure automatically switches Zone-1 into service, which forms an inexpensive backup for the telecommunication channel. Zone-2 is always in service and provides main protection for the section between the breaker and the current transformer in the remote substation. Zone-2 provides backup protection for the busbars in the remote substation. A reverse-looking Zone-4 may provide substation local backup protection for the local busbar.

The availability of modern protection terminals with high performance has also created the opportunity to integrate protection and control functions. The user may configure modern integrated protection terminals to realize protection functions that the manufacturer did not anticipate.
8.13.3.7 The Single-Failure Criterion

Some utilities find it reasonable to apply the single-failure criterion in the planning of the fault-clearing system. Protection engineers use an elementary form of the single-failure criterion that requires that the failure of any one component in a fault-clearing system should not result in a complete failure to clear a power system fault or abnormality. The single-failure criterion can be applied as follows:

1. The power system is considered: (a) in its normal switching state or (b) in a switching state where one power line is out of service.

2. A power system fault occurs on the power system. (a) three-phase short circuits, (b) phase-to-earth faults and (c) single-phase series faults are considered.

3. There is one fault in the fault-clearing system, and the following are considered: (a) a loss of input from a voltage transformer, (b) a loss of input from a current transformer, (c) a failure to operate of a protection relay, (d) a blown DC fuse, (e) an interruption of a tripping circuit and (f) a failure to operate of a switching device.

4. To be checked if the faulty fault-clearing system will clear the power system fault at predefined locations. The following must be considered: (a) an arbitrary line fault, (b) a busbar fault and (c) a fault on each of the terminals of power transformers. A second main protection or backup protection must be added until the fault-clearing system clears all faults.

5. To be checked if the healthy lines and healthy items of the plant can withstand the fault current for the above cases. A second main protection or backup protection to be added or the primary equipment reinforced until it withstands the fault current during the fault-clearing time.

The protection engineer must carry out a more detailed analysis to make clear the above procedure. Questions to be answered include: Is it sufficient to consider the outage of one power line? Is it necessary to consider the outage of a power transformer without changing the settings of the relays? Is it sufficient to consider only one state of the generating system? Is it necessary to consider faults between current transformers and circuit-breakers? Is it necessary to consider phase-to-earth faults on non-effectively earthed systems within substations? Is it necessary to consider other failures in the fault-clearing system? How to assess outage costs?

8.13.4 Performance Indices

To be able to assess quantitatively the reliability of fault-clearing systems, a set of performance indices has to be defined. It is also useful to compile data on the reliability performance of the fault-clearing system. Some performance indices for protection systems and switching devices are introduced. Also some reliability performance data are reproduced. The fault-clearing system is divided into subsystems. They include the first main protection (Main-1), the backup protections, the switching devices and the second main protection (Main-2). The subsystems for a power line or an item of plant are considered. It is also possible to define reliability performance indices for protective relays, but it is outside the scope here.
8.13.4.1 Correct Performance of Protections

The tasks of the fault-clearing system are to: (1) detect power system faults and abnormalities, (2) identify the faulty item of plant and (3) interrupt the fault currents as quickly as reasonable. Performance indices measure: (1) the probability of not having a failure to operate, (2) the ability of not having an unwanted operation and (3) the probability of interrupting the fault current.

Three situations are considered: In the first case, there is a power system fault for which the protection shall operate. The protection operates correctly if it issues a tripping command. It operates incorrectly if it does not issue a tripping command. In the second case, there is a power system fault for which the protection shall not operate. In the third case, there is neither a power system fault nor an abnormality, and the protection shall not operate. The protection system operates incorrectly if it issues a tripping command in the second and third case. It operates correctly if it refrains from issuing a tripping command in the second and third case. In most cases, the switching devices shall open and interrupt the fault current when it receives a command. A switching device operates correctly if it opens and interrupts the fault current when it receives an opening command. An exception is the bypass device for series capacitors. It operates correctly if it closes and carries the (fault) current when it receives a closing command.

8.13.4.2 Dependability of Protections

The dependability of protection is the probability for a protection of not having a failure to operate under given conditions for a given time interval. An index of dependability should measure the ability of the protection system to operate when there is a power system fault for which the protection shall operate. It is easy to add the number of internal faults and the number of correct operation of the protection system for those faults. This means that the relative frequency of correct operations can be calculated. It also means that the probability of correct operation can be discussed. The index $D$ of dependability is defined as follows:

$$D = 1 - \frac{N_f}{N_s} = \frac{N_s - N_f}{N_c + N_f} = \frac{N_c}{N_c + N_f} \quad (8.13.1)$$

Here, $N_f$ is the number of failures to operate at internal power system faults, $N_s$ is the number of internal power system faults and $N_c$ is the number of correct operations, at internal power system faults, during the given time interval. The performance index $D$ as defined by equation (8.13.1) above measures the performance of the protection only when there is a power system fault. Incorrect operations at power system faults for which the protection should not have operated do not influence the index of dependability. The performance index $D$ as defined by equation (8.13.1) above satisfies the axioms for a probability measure.

8.13.4.3 Security of Protections

The security of protection is the probability for a protection of not having an unwanted operation for a given time interval. An index of security should measure the ability of the protection not to operate when it should not. Some power utilities define a measure $S$ of security as follows.
Here \( N_c \) is the number of correct operations and \( N_u \) is the number of unwanted operations of the protection during the given time interval. Failures to operate do not affect the performance index \( S \) as defined by equation (8.13.2) above. This performance index is easy to calculate and use. It is easy to count the number of unwanted operations and the number of correct operations for a given protection and a given time interval. It is most relevant for temporal comparison of the security of a given protection system.

The performance index \( S \) defined by equation (8.13.2) above is, unfortunately, not the relative frequency corresponding to the probability of not having an unwanted operation. The reason is that the denominator \( N_c + N_u \) does not count the number of events when the protection system could have operated unwantedly but did not. This means that the performance index \( S \) as defined by equation (8.13.2) does not measure the probability for a protection of not having an unwanted operation for a given time interval. The performance index does, however, measure the ability for a protection of not having an unwanted operation for a given time interval.

The performance index \( S \) defined by equation (8.13.2) above measures the performance of the protection both when there is a power system fault and when there is no power system fault. It is easy to determine if there was a power system fault or not when adding up the number of unwanted operations. This means that the number of unwanted operations \( N_u \) can be separated as follows:

\[
N_u = N_{us} + N_{uu}
\] (8.13.3)

Here \( N_{us} \) is the number of spontaneous unwanted operations of the protection and \( N_{uu} \) is the number of unselective operations of the protection during a given time interval. A spontaneous unwanted operation of a protection is an operation of the protection without any power system fault or abnormality. An unselective operation of a protection is an unwanted operation of a protection when there is a power system fault or abnormality for which the protection should not have operated. The term spontaneous unwanted operation is used as a synonym to non-power system fault tripping. It is an incident which results in the unwanted tripping of a circuit-breaker as a result of a fault, other than power system fault, such as the unwanted operation of protection in the absence of a power system fault or the tripping of a circuit-breaker due to some other secondary equipment or to human error.

The number of spontaneous unwanted operations of a protection \( N_{us} \) does not depend directly on the number of power system faults. It is, however, possible to define a rate of spontaneous unwanted operations \( \lambda_u \).

\[
\lambda_u = \frac{N_{us}}{T_p}
\] (8.13.4)
Here \( T_p \) is the given time interval. It is easy to count the number of spontaneous unwanted operations and estimate the rate of spontaneous operations. It depends on the properties of the protection proper and on the environment in the substation. The spontaneous unwanted operations include unwanted trippings of circuit-breakers from the protection as result of human errors. This means that the complexity of the protection system, testing, fault tracing and maintenance activities in the substation may influence the rate of spontaneous unwanted operations.

An unselective operation of a protection is an unwanted operation of a protection when there is a power system fault or abnormality for which the protection should not have operated. The number of such unselective operations of the protection \( N_{un} \) depends on the number of external power system faults. The number also depends on the probability for the protection of operating unwantedly in case of an external power system fault. The risk of encountering an unselective operation is high if the power system fault occurs near the protected section. The risk of encountering an unselective operation is low if the power system fault occurs far from the protected section.

The probability of encountering an unselective operation can be approximated by the measure \( U \) given by the expression below:

\[
U = \frac{N_{un}}{N_{en}} \quad \text{(8.13.5)}
\]

Here \( N_{en} \) is the number of external power system faults that occur near but still outside the protected section. The crux is to define a zone of a power system that is near but still outside the protected section. In theory, such a zone could be defined as the union of all fault locations external to the protected section where a power system fault causes some response in the protection. A measure of the probability of encountering an unselective operation could be defined as the number unselective operations of the protection divided by the total number of responses to external power system faults and abnormalities. Such a measure would then depend on the probability of not having a failure to respond to an external fault. In practice, such a definition is too complex for practical data collection.

The IEEE working group D5 on performance measures for the microprocessor-based transmission line relays has introduced the concept of an exposure zone, \([8.13.6]\) and \([8.13.7]\). The concept represents a significant innovation and may pave the way for better performance indices. Here is demonstrated the concept of an exposure zone in a couple of examples. First is considered the power line \( L_1 \) in Figure 8.13.10. The power line \( L_1 \) runs from busbar A to busbar B in Figure 8.13.10. The power lines \( L_2, L_3, \ldots, L_k \) terminate at busbar A or at busbar B in Figure 8.13.10. The transformers \( T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_m \) terminate at busbar A or at busbar B in Figure 8.13.10. Busbar A and B may energize shunts (such as shunt capacitors and shunt reactors) \( S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_n \) not shown in Figure 8.13.10. The exposure zone of the protected power line \( L_1 \) is defined as the union of: (1) the power lines, \( L_2, L_3, \ldots, L_k \), (2) the power transformers, \( T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_m \), and (3) the shunts \( S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_n \). Also the exposure zone of other protected sections, such as power transformers, busbars and generating units, can be defined in a similar way.
It is easy to count the number of power system faults in the exposure zone for a given protected section. Each power line and item of plant belongs to the exposure zone of a given set of protected sections. When a power system fault or abnormality occurs, the number of faults in the exposure zone of the related protected sections is incremented. At the same time, we may increment the number of unwanted operations of the related protection can be incremented. This means that the relative frequency associated with the probability of unselective operation $U$ as defined by equation (8.13.5) above can be calculated.

The number of unwanted operations for a given protection during a given time interval can be predicted. Firstly, the estimated rate of spontaneous unwanted operations $\lambda_u$ is used to predict the number of spontaneous unwanted operations $N_{us}$ as defined above. Secondly, the estimated failure rates are used to predict the number of power system faults $N_{en}$ in the exposure zone. Thirdly, the estimated probability of unselective operation $U$ is used to predict the number of unselective operations $N_{uu}$ of the protection. Finally, the predicted number of spontaneous unwanted operations $N_{us}$ and the predicted number of unselective operations $N_{uu}$ are used to predict the number of unwanted operations $N_u$ as defined above.

### 8.13.4.4 Reliability of Protections

The reliability of a protection system is the probability that a protection can perform a required function under given conditions for a given time interval. The reliability of protection is the ability of not having an incorrect operation. It is the combined ability of not having a failure to operate and of not having an unwanted operation. An index of reliability should measure these two properties of the protection. It is possible to define a measure $R$ of the reliability as follows:

$$ R = \frac{N_c}{N_i} $$

(8.13.6)
Here \( N_c \) is the number of correct operations and \( N_f \) is the number of incorrect operations during the given time interval. Equation (8.13.7) below defines the number of incorrect operations \( N_i \) during the given time interval:

\[
N_i = N_f + N_u
\]

(8.13.7)

Here \( N_f \) is the number of failures to operate on internal power system faults and \( N_u \) is the number of unwanted operations of the protection during the given time interval. The performance index \( R \) as defined by equation (8.13.7) is easy to calculate and use. It is easy to count the number of failures to operate at internal power system faults, the number of unwanted operations and the number of correct operations for a given protection and a given time interval. The performance index \( R \) is most relevant for a temporal comparison of the reliability of a given protection system.

### 8.13.4.5 Dependability of Switching Devices

The dependability of a switching device is the probability of not having a failure to interrupt the fault current when the device has received a trip command. The dependability of a bypass device is the probability of not having a failure to make the (fault) current when the device has received a closing command. Equation (8.13.8) defines a measure \( D \) of the dependability of a switching device:

\[
D = \frac{N_c}{N_c + N_f}
\]

(8.13.8)

Here \( N_c \) is the number of number of correct responses when the device has received an operating command and \( N_f \) is the number of failures to respond.

### 8.13.4.6 The Fault-clearing Time

As mentioned before, the tasks of the fault-clearing system are to: (1) detect power system faults, (2) identify the faulty item of plant and (3) interrupt the fault currents as quickly as reasonable. The performance indices above measure (1) the probability of not having a failure to operate, (2) the ability of not having an unwanted operation and (3) the probability of breaking or making the (fault) current.

However, the performance indices do not explicitly measure the speed of operation. Many utilities want to measure this speed and some authorities require it. Equation (8.13.9) defines the fault-clearing time \( T_f \):

\[
T_f = \max_{i=1\ldots N} \{ T_{f,i} \}
\]

(8.13.9)

Here \( T_{f,i} \) is the fault-clearing time at terminal \( i \) of the protected section, and \( N \) is the number of terminals (usually two) of the protected section.

Equation (8.13.10) below defines the fault-clearing time \( T_{f,i} \) at terminal \( i \) of the protected section:
\[ T_{f,i} = T_{r,i} + T_{b,i} \quad (8.13.10) \]

Here \( T_{r,i} \) is the operating time of the protection system at terminal \( i \), and \( T_{b,i} \) is the operating time of the switching device at terminal \( i \) of the protected line. When necessary, \( T_{r,i} \) includes the operating time of the teleprotection channel.

Figure 8.13.11 and Figure 8.13.12 illustrate the concept of fault-clearing time \( T_f \) and fault-clearing time \( T_{f,i} \) at terminal \( i \) of the protected section.

**Figure 8.13.11:** Single-line diagram for a three-terminal line

**Fault Currents**

**Figure 8.13.12:** The fault-clearing times at the terminals
8.13.5  Reliability Performance

Below is reproduced and discussed some reliability performance data for fault-clearing systems. It is necessary to be very cautious when collecting, comparing and using such statistical data.

Figure 8.13.13 shows the percentage of disturbances with incorrect protection operation in a sub-transmission system in southern Sweden. There is a considerable variation in the disturbance performance index from year to year. The performance of the protection system seems, however, to deteriorate. During this period, the utility: (1) introduced circuit local backup protections, (2) started to use static protections and (3) prolonged the maintenance interval from one to four years.

![Number of Disturbances with Incorrect Protection Operations 1959-2002](image)

**Figure 8.13.13:** Disturbances with incorrect protection operation

Figure 8.13.14 shows the cause of incorrect protection operation in a subtransmission system in southern Sweden. Engineers in the main office cause more than 20% of the incorrect protection operations and relay technicians cause another 10% before the protection enters service.
Figure 8.13.14: Cause of incorrect protection operation
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